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ABSTRACT
During the 1960s and 1970s the Soviet satirical magazine Krokodil published numerous cartoons on alcohol-related themes. Unlike popular medical publications of the time, which focused attention on an allegedly small residual group of ‘alcoholics’, they showed an adult male population engaged in heavy drinking of spirits, a picture that statistical information made available in the late and post-Soviet periods by and large confirms. While popular medical publications took an orthodox and judgemental line on alcoholism, Krokodil adopted a tolerant or at least neutral view of national drinking practices. Aesthetically marginal and aimed at a low to middle brow audience, the magazine escaped rigorous ideological monitoring. The cartoons therefore provide not only a rich source for the study of everyday life, but raise issues about the operation of censorship and the making and implementation of social policy.

About the speaker
Elizabeth Waters studied at universities in Brighton, Birmingham and Moscow. She taught at the Australian National University and now works at the University of Westminster. She has written about gender and social policy in the USSR and Kazakhstan. Her current project is on Soviet visual propaganda from the 1940s to the 1980s.
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